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Territorial Spirits
Armed and Dangerous
Does it seem as though your prayers aren't being answered? Even after praying
fervently, do you feel that God isn't listening, that God isn't speaking or acting?
Most of us have felt this way. Are there tools and strategies we can implement to
break through the barriers? Keying in on two vital areas of spiritual
warfare--restoration and retribution--apostle and speaker Venner J. Alston reveals
strategies for engaging heaven with the expectation of answers to your prayers.
You will learn how to recognize the demonic structures operating against you and
understand the biblical response necessary for answers to be manifested. Prayer is
a fundamental aspect of Christian living and imperative for spiritual warfare. Learn
the principles for receiving justice for what has been lost, taken, or delayed by the
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kingdom of darkness. Spiritual weapons are available for you to overthrow every
assignment of hell that comes against you. Take up your arms and fight back!

The One Year Women of the Bible
How to Defeat the Enemy During These Dark Days As the time approaches for
Jesus' return, the spiritual battle between good and evil is heating up. Evidence is
all around: shootings, genocide, civil wars, increased persecution. Our enemy is
real, and it seems as if he is winning. The good news is that God is at work in
powerful ways--and that Satan is not winning. But we need to know how to wage
war against him and his plans for these turbulent days. We must understand not
only the intensified warfare environment of the end times, but how we can walk in
our authority in Jesus Christ. Here are the practical insights you need on how to
fight using the spiritual weapons God has given us: the blood of Jesus, the Word of
God, our own testimony, and more. When we learn how to wield these weapons,
we will see victory over Satan and his kingdom and bring hope to these dark days.

SPIRITUAL WARFARE, QUIMBANDA SPELLS & RITUALS TO
DEFEAT THE ENEMY
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The Church of England Magazine
Power Over the Enemy Dr. Richard Ing shares his extensive worldwide experience
with unseen and powerful enemies. He exposes how to defeat the deceptions used
by Satan whose plan is to destroy your spirit, soul and body. He also shows how to
be equipped for spiritual battle and how to: Bring powerful angels to assist you
Identify the enemy’s strategies Break through strongholds Receive divine
protection Minister to the oppressed By exercising the authority that God has given
you, you will discover that you have more power than Satan. Then, you can
effectively block his evil attacks and achieve victory.

The Courts of Heaven
The weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty through God! (II Corinthians
10:4) We have written and quoted this scripture already, but it is a mighty truth.
We have weapons; spiritual weapons given to us by God for fighting, battling, and
defeating the enemy. Our first realization is that our weapons are not carnal (of our
own fleshly strength); you cannot fight spiritual wars with physical weapons. That
is even good news because our wars are against spiritual powers. The only way to
defeat spiritual powers is with spiritual weapons given by God. Our next few
chapters we will be talking about these weapons.
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Spiritual Warfare
The Kingdom of the Occult
Unleash the power of prayer, get your results now I need to make something clear
before I get into the details of what I am about to share with you through the
content of this book. The information you are about to read in the pages of this
book might make you angry for the right reasons. It will make you angry at the
devil who has invaded your life and causing all the situations that you are seeing
around you. And this anger will spur you to bind and judge any satanic act around
your life. It is not every act of the devil or witchcraft attacks that requires you to
bind the devil all the time. In certain situations, the powers of darkness that are
responsible for the attack need to be judged in the courtroom of heaven. And you
don’t need to be a professor of prayer for you to be successful in courtroom prayer.
Any believer who follows the procedures for initiating a courtroom prayer before
the throne of God can see instant results. In this book, you will learn: Common
Courtroom prayer protocols that every believer should know Things you must do
before your courtroom prayer Dealing with difficult situations How to judge any
power or principality in the courtroom of heaven, etc. Wait no longer, be successful
courtroom prayer Warrior by Clicking Buy Now.
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Manual for Spiritual Warfare
Reading Joshua can be, frankly, a jarring experience. Serious, troubling questions
about God’s attitude toward his created peoples arise, questions with noeasy
answer. But the book of Joshua presents itself, warts (and wars!) and all, and asks
readers to let it tell its story from its point of view and out of its ancient context. It
asks them to give it the benefit of the doubt and permit it to speak to them. This
commentary aims to give its voice a clear hearing — to translate its ancient
cultural form in such a way that it freely speaks about the life of faith today.
Basically, the book of Joshua tells how biblical Israel navigated a major historical
transition early in its national life. The book shows that guiding these changes is
Israel’s God, Yahweh, through his chosen servant, Joshua. The introductory
sections to follow set the scene for entering the book of Joshua and the ancient
world about which it reports. Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip
from our world to the world of the Bible. But they leave us there, assuming that we
can somehow make thereturn journey on our own. They focus on the original
meaning of the passage but don’t discuss its contemporary application. The
information they offer is valuable — but the job is only half done! The NIV
Application Commentary Series helps bring both halves of the interpretive task
together. This unique, award-winning series shows readers how to bring an ancient
message into our present-day context. Joshua helps readers learn how the
message of Joshua can have the same powerful impact today that it did when it
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was first written.

Warfare Prayer
Spiritual Warfare
God's Chosen: Understanding Spiritual Warfare
"The whole armor of God" that worked so effectively for these early believers is the
very same set of spiritual armor worn by the Church of Jesus Christ today. Just as
these early Christians were fully equipped with the whole armor of God for the
troubles of their day, we also have the whole armor of God to live victoriously for
Jesus Christ during our day. And this armor still works just as effectively as it did
then! Each element of God's spiritual armor - the loin belt of truth, the breastplate
of righteousness, the shoes of peace, the shield of faith, the helmet of salvation,
the sword of the Spirit, and the lance of prayer and supplication - are still vital,
effective, and powerful weapons for the Body of Christ today.

101 Answers to Questions About Satan, Demons, and Spiritual
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Warfare
I want you to allow this book to be your source of training and inspiration on how to
fight back when the enemy tries to destroy you.

Next-Level Spiritual Warfare
Report and speeches at the [third] annual meeting of the Church Pastoral-aid
Society, May 8, 1838.

The Evangelical's Guide to Spiritual Warfare
Each devotional in The One Year Women of the Bible focuses on a woman in the
Bible and a woman today. You'll hear the perspective of faithful women like Sarah,
Elizabeth, and Abigail along with the less faithful women, such as Jezebel. You'll
also read about everyday contemporary women struggling with busyness and
commitment to God. Dianne Matthews masterfully transitions to the scriptural
account of a woman in the Bible who faced a similar story or issue and brings
readers the spiritual lessons and direction to apply to our own lives.

An Exposition of the Old and New Testament
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Are you aware of the spiritual battle being waged around you today? The truth is
that although spiritual warfare is a major theme in the Bible, many of us gloss over
it--or ignore it completely. But 80 percent of the synoptic gospels addresses the
battle with evil spirits, and Jesus and His disciples set a clear example for believers.
We cannot afford to practice a powerless Christianity in a fallen world. In this
essential, accessible resource, former evangelical seminary professor and
missionary Charles Kraft helps you find your footing in the spiritual battle. Based
on a solid biblical foundation and on decades of ministry experience, this book will
help you: · Differentiate between myths and truths about spiritual warfare ·
Recognize the everyday battles taking place around you · Learn what demons
really are and what they actually do · Understand the rules for engaging the enemy
· Achieve victory in daily battles with the help of the Holy Spirit Don't let fear keep
you from engaging the spiritual forces at work around you. Some problems can't
be overcome in any other way. "This book is a must-read for anyone looking to
engage in spiritual warfare." --Larry Richards, author of The Full Armor of God "Dr.
Kraft has removed the veil of mystery that has surrounded deliverance ministry for
far too long. With truth and honesty, he has opened the door to the evangelical
community and given us the tools to set the captives free."--Tim Howard, president
and founder, Wellsprings of Freedom International "For more than thirty years now,
Dr. Charles Kraft has been studying and writing about spiritual warfare. In this
latest book, Dr. Kraft summarizes his findings and shares from his years of
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experience his approach to inner healing and deliverance ministries. This book
needs to be read by every student studying spiritual formation, by every
missiologist engaged in missionary activities and by every pastor and church
worker committed to making healthy disciples of the Lord Jesus Christ."--Douglas
Hayward, department chair, Graduate Intercultural Studies, Cook School of
Intercultural Studies, Biola University "Personally awakened to the spiritual nature
of our Christian faith, Charles Kraft calls us to wake up as well. This book is a mustread for any who seek to understand God's work in the world today from the
vantage point of an evangelical who daily engages in spiritual warfare."--Scott
Moreau, professor of intercultural studies, Wheaton College Graduate School "Most
Christians are blind to the spiritual realities around us. This book pulls back the veil
into the unseen world, where there is a battle. This book will quickly become a
classic. Charles is steeped in wisdom in the area of spiritual warfare and has
dedicated his life to bringing restoration to the church."--Judith MacNutt, M.A.,
president and co-founder, Christian Healing Ministries "Charles Kraft has taken a
topic that is still controversial among some in the body of Christ--spiritual
warfare--and boiled it down to something we can all agree on: There is an enemy
countering expressions of God's love in the lives of believers and lost souls alike
that we must combat."--Jennifer LeClaire, senior editor at Charisma magazine and
director of Awakening House of Prayer in Fort Lauderdale "Again, Chuck Kraft has
reminded us that 'we are at war with a cruel enemy.' This guide to the warfare
reflects Dr. Kraft's passion for God's people to experience the full measure of the
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Father's love. His writing is grace-filled, balanced, thoughtful and practical."--John
Shultz, Ph.D., president, Ashland Theogical Seminary

Essays on all the scriptural names and titles of Christ; or The
economy of the gospel dispensation as exhibited in the person,
character and offices of the Redeemer
The Kingdom of the Occult delivers the timely followup to Dr. Martin's best-selling
The Kingdom of the Cults This book takes Dr. Walter Martin's comprehensive
knowledge and his dynamic teaching style and forges a strong weapon against the
world of the Occult-a weapon of the same scope and power as his phenomenal
thirty-five year bestseller, The Kingdom of the Cults (over 875,000 sold). Chapters
include: Witchcraft and Wicca, Satanism, Pagan Religions, Tools of the Occult,
Demon Possession and Exorcism, Spiritual Warfare, etc. Features include: Each
chapter contains: Quick Facts; History; Case Studies; Theology; Resources

Destroy the Works of the Enemy
Of late, religion seems to be everywhere, suffusing U.S. politics and popular culture
and acting as both a unifying and a divisive force. This collection of manifestos,
Supreme Court decisions, congressional testimonies, speeches, articles, book
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excerpts, pastoral letters, interviews, song lyrics, memoirs, and poems reflects the
vitality, diversity, and changing nature of religious belief and practice in American
public and private life over the last half century. Encompassing a range of
perspectives, this book illustrates the ways in which individuals from all along the
religious and political spectrum have engaged religion and viewed it as a crucial
aspect of society. The anthology begins with documents that reflect the close
relationship of religion, especially mainline Protestantism, to essential ideas
undergirding Cold War America. Covering both the center and the margins of
American religious life, this volume devotes extended attention to how issues of
politics, race, gender, and sexuality have influenced the religious mainstream. A
series of documents reflects the role of religion and theology in the civil rights,
feminist, and gay rights movements as well as in conservative responses. Issues
regarding religion and contemporary American culture are explored in documents
about the rise of the evangelical movement and the religious right; the impact of
"new" (post-1965) immigrant communities on the religious landscape; the
popularity of alternative, New Age, and non-Western beliefs; and the relationship
between religion and popular culture. The editors conclude with selections
exploring major themes of American religious life at the millennium, including both
conservative and New Age millennialism, as well as excerpts that speculate on the
future of religion in the United States. The documents are grouped by theme into
nine chapters and arranged chronologically therein. Each chapter features an
extensive introduction providing context for and analysis of the critical issues
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raised by the primary sources.

Triumphant in Spiritual Warfare
Everyone's Guide to Demons and Spiritual Warfare is a basic training manual for
anyone who wants to understand spiritual warfare principles and know how to
stand against satanic attacks. By incorporating demon-defying principles in our
daily spiritual lives, we can learn to put the enemy to flight and move from
bondage into freedom. The author also identifies several specific demonic spirits
that attack God’s people, and provides strategies for overcoming evil in our lives.

A Suggestive Commentary on St. Luke
Are you ready for battle? Whether you realize it or not, you live in the midst of
spiritual combat. Your enemy, the devil, is dangerous, destructive, and determined
to keep you from effectively serving God. In order to defend yourself against his
attacks, you need to know how the enemy operates. Through this six-week study
you will gain a thorough knowledge of the enemy’s tactics and schemes. As you
discover the truth about Satan—including the limits of his power—you will be
equipped to stand firm against his attacks and to develop a strategy for living daily
in victory.
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The Spiritual Combat
Are evil spirits assigned to geographical areas? The theme of territorial assignment
in the demonic kingdom is one rarely touched upon by theologians, making this
book unique in the study of spiritual warfare. The book has been edited by C. Peter
Wagner, one of the most highly respected of all teachers in this area, and contains
contributions from many key church leaders. None of the contributors lay claim to
being the final authority on the topics covered but offer their theories and insights
regarding spiritual warfare for the reader's consideration. As well as discussing the
theoretical principles involved, the book also records the experiences and
discoveries made by practioners of strategic spiritual warfare.

The Columbia Documentary History of Religion in America
Since 1945
The Battlefield: Our MindsOur most powerful enemy has many names—Satan, the
devil, the evil one, the serpent. No matter what you call him, he seeks to conquer
and destroy your spirit, soul, and body. But the power God has made available to
you is far greater than anything in Satan’s realm. Through this book, you will learn
how to: Be empowered to resist Satan’s attacks Conquer entrenched sins and
habits Overcome your temptations Pray and see miracles happen Release others
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from spiritual bondage Realize that Jesus drove out demons, and you can do the
same. The time is now for you to defeat Satan and live a life of power and victory!

Spiritual Warfare
Strong Meat for Healthy Christians; or, Entire sanctification
defined, explained, proved, experienced, and enforced; being
the substance of an essay read before the Associated Ministers
of the Brinkworth District, Primitive Methodist Connexion, etc
God’s Chosen: Understanding Spiritual Warfare is a book that inspires, encourages
and teaches Christians to effectively manage warfare and live victoriously for
Christ. It offers Christians a fresh look at the basis of putting on God's full armor
and learning to use the means God affords, namely His strength and mighty power.
As Believers prepare to fight triumphantly against evil and wicked forces, we come
to an understanding of the challenge, purpose and outcome of spiritual warfare.
Putting on God's armor and standing firm in Him, amply equips us to fight
offensively and defensively. Knowing Jesus fixed the fight in our favor produces
confidence to oppose the enemy and remain faithful to God. Through conscious
engagement in this fight we win against all odds. In 2005, during prayer, the Holy
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Spirit inspired me to write this book on spiritual warfare. I was going through a
precarious time and as usual, I sought God in prayer and study of the Word. The
Holy Spirit led me to Ephesians 6:10-18. As I studied and meditated, God moved
me to begin writing on the subject of warfare. During research and study, I
discovered there are not enough books addressing this phase of our journey.
Therefore, I saw the need to press through varied attacks to produce this important
work.

Courtroom Prayers
Nowadays, people search Sun Tsu's ancient war manual for business strategies.
Going deeper, Grant Schnarr finds how to defeat our true enemy- our own
negativity. Read by rock stars and military generals, here are brilliant tactics for
enlisting higher powers, outwitting self-destruction, and championing integrity and
love.

An Art of Spiritual Warfare
The book is about believers understanding the "spiritual warfare" that is taking
place daily, and how to adequately use strategies to help destroy evil forces that
are happening in their lives. "Spiritual Warfare" is real, and it must be understood,
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dealt with, handled properly. The reality of "spiritual warfare" needs to be taken
seriously. How to effectively combat forces through the power of prayer, fasting,
and reading God's word. The Christian must take authority in their walk with God
as they experience opposition. Reading this book will further help in understanding
the things needed to be successful during "spiritual warfare."

Spiritual Warfare for the End Times
In today's society many games have been developed for use on the computer.
However, some of those games are still in the old fashion form such as the Ouija
Board, tarot cards, and the new Angel Board. This book, Spiritual Warfare: Warning
Your Soul Is In Danger!, provides alarming information concerning various types of
occult games. It contains the theology behind angels and demons and provides
personal stories of those who have encountered both. If you are a Minister or Youth
Minister, this is a definite must read!

SPIRITUAL WARFARE, BRAZILIAN QUIMBANDA SPELLS &
RITUALS TO DEFEAT YOUR ENEMIES AND TO WIN EVERYTIME
Warfare Prayer provides a toolbox and an operator s manual for those who take
seriously the Apostle Paul s statement that we wrestle not against flesh and blood
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but against principalities and powers. The demonic world around us is a reality, but
all too few believers understand that realm of darkness to say nothing of having
the skills to use effectively the weapons of warfare that God has given us. Based
on a combination of sound biblical theology and real life experiences, this book is a
user-friendly guide for those committed enough to join the army of God.

SPIRITUAL WARFARE
100% Courtroom Secrets You Should Know If you are tired of binding and casting. If
you have prayed several prayers, and it seemed nothing worked. If you have
fasted and situations haven't changed, then this is what you need now - a
Courtroom Prayer for Dealing with infirmity and Sicknesses. No matter how your
healing has delayed, the courtroom prayer against the spirit of infirmity and
sickness if properly done, can ensure that you get all the answers to your prayers.
It is possible that you may have done a courtroom prayer before. And I can tell you
that the reason why things remained the way that they are is simple. You have not
followed the right principle of Courtroom prayer to get results that you need.
Although this courtroom prayer book was written to handle the spirit of infirmity,
yet the principle of the courts of heaven prayers as explained can be used to pray
anything and get results. In this Book, You will learn: How to pray Courtroom
prayers to get 100% Answer to your prayers Against Sickness and Diseases How to
Apply Bible Based Principles to open the courts of Heaven I know this is what you
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need. Click on the Buy Now with 1-Click

Spiritual Warfare
A fierce war rages for your soul. Are you ready for battle? Like it or not, you are at
war. You face a powerful enemy out to destroy you. You live on the battlefield, so
you can’t escape the conflict. It’s a spiritual war with crucial consequences in your
everyday life and its outcome will determine your eternal destiny. You must
engage the Enemy. And as you fight, you need a Manual for Spiritual Warfare. This
guide for spiritual warriors will help you recognize, resist, and overcome the Devil’s
attacks. Part One, “Preparing for Battle,” answers these critical questions: • Who is
Satan, and what powers does he have? • What are his typical strategies? • Who
fights him alongside us in battle? • What spiritual weapons and armor do we
possess? • How do we keep the Enemy out of our camp? Part Two, “Aids in Battle,”
provides you these essential resources: • Teaching about spiritual warfare from
Scripture and Church documents • Scripture verses for battle • Wisdom and
inspiration from saints who fought Satan • Prayers for protection, deliverance, and
victory • Rosary meditations, hymns, and other devotions for spiritual combat St.
Paul urges us to “fight the good fight of the faith” (1 Tim 6:12). Take this Manual
for Spiritual Warfare with you into battle. The beautiful Premium UltraSoft gift
edition features sewn binding, ribbon marker and silver edges.
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Spiritual Warfare Bible
Through the power of the Holy Spirit you have authority over Satan. Keep him out
of your life and the lives of those you love. We are entering a season of greater
crisis and evil, and the world needs our help. The devil knows he has a short time
left, and he’s tenaciously discouraging Christians and non-Christians alike.
Demonic forces are at work in many lives, filling them with oppression and
depression. Destroy the Works of the Enemy demonstrates that, through the Holy
Spirit, you have the authority to overcome evil, and it shows you how to use that
power without fear. This how-to manual for freedom will help anyone struggling
with sickness, worry, fear, or addiction, covering essential spiritual warfare topics
such as: How to deal with fear and worry How to be released from the bonds of
sickness How set others free from Satan’s hold How Jesus dealt with demons How
to recognize false and true doctrines How to maintain your freedom

Joshua
What is spiritual warfare? Who is Satan? How can I resist temptation and walk in
the Spirit? In 101 Answers to Questions About Satan, Demons, and Spiritual
Warfare, bestselling author Mark Hitchcock will take you to the ultimate resource
for guidance—God’s Word. There, you’ll find clarity and wisdom in response to
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questions such as Where did Satan and demons come from? What tactics does
Satan use to weaken or deceive us? How can we use the whole armor of God to
protect ourselves from spiritual attack? What are the keys to overcoming
temptation and walking in the Spirit? Can a believer be demon possessed? You’ll
find this book filled with encouragement and hope—it affirms God’s full power over
Satan, and provides you with everything you need to know to experience victory in
spiritual warfare.

Spiritual Weapons to Defeat the Enemy
"Author and women's conference leader examines spiritual warfare for a
specifically female audience"--Provided by publisher.

Devil, Demons, and Spiritual Warfare
Waging Spiritual Warfare
Dynamic Battle Plan Identifies Enemy Tactics and Equips Believers to Live
Victoriously Jesus made it clear that the devil has come to steal, kill, and destroy.
Hell is ready to unleash fury against every follower of Jesus. Yet many believers
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live in denial, letting the enemy steal their blessings, destroy their relationship with
Jesus, and kill their hope. But no more. It's time to put the enemy on notice! With
passion and insight gained from years on the frontlines of spiritual warfare, John
Ramirez equips you with the biblical weapons and practical strategies you need to
battle the enemy successfully, including how to · discern and shut down the
enemy's tactics and next moves · fight with your God-given authority · break free
from destructive patterns and replace them with godly ones · fortify your mind and
heart against attacks · take back what the devil has stolen · grow in wisdom and
maturity in Christ · and more! Here is everything you need to become armed and
dangerous against every adversary that threatens your relationship and growth
with Jesus. Through the power of the Holy Spirit you can destroy the power of the
enemy and protect all that God has given you. It's time to push back the gates of
hell, advance the Kingdom, and live the life God designed you for.

The Church of England magazine [afterw.] The Church of
England and Lambeth magazine
The Christian's Legacy
The modern concept of demons owes many of its key features to the influence in
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Christian and theological doctrine, which were heavily influenced by Jewish beliefs
through the Old Testament. In Christianity, a demon is not just a malicious spirit,
but a spirit of hell sent to Earth by the Devil to enforce his authority or to carry out
his purposes. There are various opinions and definitions for Spiritual Warfare;
however, it can be summed up in the following quote: "Some speak of [Spiritual
Warfare as being] the struggle between good and evil. Others talk of the battle
between right and wrong, or between light and darkness. Still others refer to the
conflict between the positive forces which seek to preserve life and order in the
universe and the negative forces which tend to disturb and even destroy life and
order, from a biblical perspective, however, this dualism is revealed to be an ongoing conflict waged on two fronts: God and His angelic kingdom confront Satan
and his demonic kingdom, while the children of God contend with the children of
Satan." The writings of the Bible invoke images of conflict and spiritual struggle in
the life of the Christian. One of the evocative images that are associated with
Spiritual Warfare is found in the New Testament in the Epistle to the Ephesians.
This letter is traditionally ascribed to the authorship of the Apostle Paul. In that
letter, Paul gives instruction to his readers on the spiritual life in the context of
conflict. He illustrates his points by apparently alluding to the armor and weapons
of a Roman centurion, though it is notable that Paul's phraseology imitates Isaiah
59:17.

Everyone's Guide to Demons & Spiritual Warfare
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Spiritual Warfare for Women
The Spiritual Warfare Bible is designed to help you use the Bible to access the
power of the Holy Spirit against demonic strongholds and activity. With engaging
study materials from Christian leaders and best-selling authors, this Spiritual
Warfare Bible is perfect for both individual study and small groups. Features
include: Spiritual Warfare Declarations--More than 250 one-sentence declarations
and prayers that affirm your determination to confront Satan with the Holy Spirit’s
help Spiritual Warfare Basics--216 tips for effective spiritual warfare Lessons From
God’s Warriors--Character profiles of Old and New Testament people who were
equipped and anointed by the Holy Spirit for engaging the enemy in spiritual
warfare Spiritual Warfare Prayers--Scripture-based prayers on topics you can use
when facing your spiritual battles Sharpening Your Sword Interactive Study
Elements--Interactive studies for deeper reflection on what the Word of God says
about spiritual warfare Preparing for Spiritual Warfare Articles--Deeper teaching on
spiritual warfare and an article for each book of the Bible that covers a specific
element of spiritual warfare in that book

The World's Hope, Or, The Rock of Ages
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